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TRAINERS 

Melodie Lochner Grace Mwase

Gerda Murray Dianne Wallace

COACHES
Malerato Khoali
- Nteboheng
- Nthabeleng
- Sankatane
- Emang
- Maserona
- Mokae

Lennox Tapera
- Nkgothatseng
- Phano
- Thari Ya Tshepe
- Morago
- Motlatla
- Namanyane
- Tala

Mmaki Supi 
- Ditholwana
- Qelo
- Thabo
- Matsitselele
- Mmafane
- Mokoto
- Thubisi

Tebello Kohlooa
- Lerole
- Pontsheng
- Rankwe
- Gamabetwa
- Moipone
- Selosesha
- Serope

COACHING PROCESS

A coaching approach was implemented to support in-class implementation after training. Coaches 
supported the educators to follow the prescribed activity plan and provided guidance on the resource 
management in the class. Time management with regards to resources became a constraint in the larger 
classes; support by the coach and classroom assistant allowed the educators to remain focused on the goal 
of the programme and its activities.
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21 CLASSROOM 
ASSISTANTS

Khutsitse Binyane
Pontsheng

Ntshabeng Machitje
Qelo

Lerato Ramoeletsi
Rankwe

Kabelo Botsane
Sankatane

Kabelo Madimabe
Selosesha

Matshidiso Lekhasi
Thabo

Lehlohonolo Makara
Thari-Ya-Tshepe

Gopolang Seikhuni
Thubisi
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21 CLASSROOM 
ASSISTANTS

Benjamin Molehe
Ditholwana

Happy Motlhaowa
Emang

Refiloe Gqoli
Lerole

Pulane Tau
Maserona

Mapitso Menyatso
Moipone

Kadisaletso Aplane
Mokae

Bahedile Mokobori
Motlatla

SCHOOLS WITHOUT CLASSROOM ASSISTANTS

Gamabetwa    Matsitselele    Mmafane    Mokoto    Morago    Nthabeleng    Serope    Tala

Mekgwa Sebopelo
Phano

Kelebogile Mogwera
Namanyane

Peter Ramolahloane
Nkgothatseng

Lerato Liotlo
Nteboheng
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TRAINING

6th June 2015 – 1st session: Practical training of 
the BrainBoosters programme, weeks 1-4 and 
methodology. 2nd session: Administration of 
files with manuals which provided the classroom 
assistants with guidance as to what was expected 
from them and how to fulfil their responsibilities 
at the schools. The manual was discussed with 
the classroom assistants. Contracts were clearly 
discussed and signed, photos were taken and video 
cameras signed out.

24th June 2015 – 1st session: Further practical 
training on the manuals. This session clarified areas 
the classroom assistants could not understand 
and convey on their weekly reports. A character 
development session took place. The following 
interpersonal skills were developed: problem 
solving, decision making, assertiveness, conflict 
and change management and listening skills. The 
following intrapersonal skills were developed: 
relationship building, confidence building, 
accountability, persistence, resilience, and time and 
stress management.

31st July 2015 – An in-depth technical training 
session was held which helped the classroom 
assistants to better understand their video cameras 
and to record higher quality videos in order to 
prevent further mistakes in their footage.

Melodie and Grace discussed the classroom 
assistant’s role. Emphasis on respect and hierarchy 
at the school was addressed and which channels to 
follow when communicating problems.

When introductory school visits began on the 19th May 2015, a principal assisted us and suggested we use 
one person from the school and not an outsider as the teachers would feel uncomfortable with someone 
they didn’t know. The criteria we brought forward required that the classroom assistant be young, vibrant, 
not on payroll and encompass the following characteristics: basic technical skills for video recording, 
passionate about education, basic computer skills and communication skills. The principal nominated 
someone they knew and trusted. The sole purpose for having classroom assistants was to video record 
the implementation of the programme by the teachers, write reports and to urgently report any struggles 
the teachers encountered. The principals were impressed because this meant it would be a great youth 
development initiative in the community.

CLASSROOM
ASSISTANTS

1st August 2015 – Practical training with teachers 
on the BrainBoosters programme, weeks 5-9.

5th September 2015 – Practical training with 
teachers on the BrainBoosters programme, weeks 
9-12. 

CHALLENGES

Communication was a barrier because at times 
the level of instruction had to be filtered down 
to assistants. Most assistants had no access to 
computers and internet to enable them to type 
and send through their reports. Meeting deadlines 
and writing reports was a new experience for 
the classroom assistants and taught them to be 
responsible and accountable.

SUCCESSES  

Clarity of expectations was provided by 
BrainBoosters. Working on the project created job 
opportunities and allowed them to gain skills.

The classroom assistants reported that they had 
gained computer, technical, report writing and 
time management skills, that their learning ability 
and concentration had improved, and that their 
organisational and communication skills were 
enhanced.

The classroom assistants said, “Our job felt 
like training and we enjoyed it”. They gained 
respect and recognition at the school and in their 
community. This project also taught them how to 
save money.
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CLASSROOM
ASSISTANTS

POSITIVE EXPERIENCES

The programme is life-changing for learners because it enriches and develops their minds. Some teachers 
went the extra mile and would catch up with their learners during the school holidays. Relationships with 
teachers grew because of the time spent with them. Drafting reports daily made it easier to complete 
weekly reports. Teachers and SMT working hand-in-hand benefited learners.

COMMENTS

Classroom assistants become attached to the programme by being content, working with the teachers and 
learners. Because every child is unique, classroom assistants discovered that some children have a different 
style of learning and grasping concepts. Being passionate about something is going beyond the duties 
that are expected. Learner’s characters surfaced, children took part in the activities and their confidence 
developed. The class environment and teaching improved in some schools.

- Banyana Maluleke
(Project Administrator)
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BACKGROUND

BrainBoosters is an interactive learning 
methodology that develops and improves 
cognitive learning through developing literacy 
and numeracy skills. BrainBoosters programmes 
have been specially developed to address 
the absence of basic literacy and numeracy 
skills within the Early Childhood Development 
foundation stage, targeting babies, toddlers and 
young children.

The programmes encompass several activities 
and themes such as colours, shapes and 
numbers, and enhance and accelerate the 
knowledge and achievement of the key 
fundamentals required for future learning. 
The core principle of Isolation, Repetition, 
Combination and Reflection allows all small 
children to learn basic concepts effortlessly. 
Interactive participation with immediate 
feedback for larger and older children were 
added, offering a unique large-scale remedial 
approach to formal school settings.

In 2014, five schools were selected to 
participate in a pilot research project with the 
BrainBoosters 12-week catch-up programme 
in partnership with Shanduka’s Adopt-A-
School Foundation. The project proved to be 
successful with staggering improvements shown 
in the results of the pre- and post- assessment 
analyses. The programme proved to be effective 
and sustainable enough to roll-out on a larger 
scale.

The BrainBoosters 12-week Catch-Up 
programme has since been adapted after the 
valuable feedback received from several key 
stakeholders of the pilot research project.

Kagiso-Shanduka Trust and BrainBoosters 
entered into a supplier partnership to deliver 
learning methodologies, learning aids as 
well as teacher, learner & parent training to 
underperforming schools in the Free State as 
selected by Kagiso-Shanduka Trust and the 
Department of Basic Education. 

PROJECT SUMMARY

BrainBoosters Catch-Up was implemented 
in 27 primary schools in the Motheo District, 
(Botshabelo and Thaba Nchu), Free State. There 
are 230 teachers and approximately 12,300 
learners.

Foundation Phase (Grade R – 3) did both 
Catch-Up Maths and Catch-Up Reading for 12 
weeks.

Intermediate Phase (Grade 4 – 6) only did 
Catch-Up English Reading for 12 weeks.

Introduction meetings were held with all relevant 
district staff, principals and HOD: Foundation 
Phase before the training sessions started.

Three training sessions were held for the 
teachers to be trained which dealt with the 
programme and how to implement it into their 
classrooms.

The project was monitored through the 
BrainBoosters coaches, trainers and classroom 
assistants who provided feedback through video 
recordings, photos and written reports on a 
weekly basis.

A pre- and post- assessment was completed to 
measure the impact of the programmes within 
each school, per class.

The Foundation Phase was assessed using the 
Marais Assessment Method and the Intermediate 
Phase was assessed using individual matching 
exercises.

Regular meetings were held with programme 
staff and KST management to monitor the 
progress of the implementation and to track 
the overall improvement of the teachers and 
learners.

- Sancha Hein
(Project Manager)

PROJECT SUMMARY/
BACKGROUND
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SCHOOL INFO PER
DISTRICT

SCHOOLS IN THABA NCHU

Emang Gamabetwa Maserona Matsitselele

Mmafane Moipone Mokae Mokoto
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SCHOOL INFO PER
DISTRICT

Morago Motlatla Namanyane Selosesha

Serope Tala Thubisi

SCHOOLS IN BOTSHABELO

Ditholowana Lerole Nkgothatseng Nteboheng

Nthabeleng Phano Pontsheng Qelo
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SCHOOL INFO PER
DISTRICT

SCHOOLS IN BOTSHABELO

Rankwe Sankatane Thabo Thari-Ya-Tshepe
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NUMBER OF TEACHERS
& CHILDREN PER PHASE

SCHOOL TEACHERS FOUNDATION INTERMEDIATE TOTAL
Ditholwana 10 196 165 361
Emang 22 757 623 1,380
Gamabetwa 3 16 12 28
Lerole 9 180 148 328
Maserona 4 87 48 135
Matsitselele 3 12 9 21
Mmafane 3 34 20 54
Moipone 16 523 374 897
Mokae 6 105 61 166
Mokoto 3 31 18 49
Morago 3 28 18 46
Motlatla 5 127 67 194
Namayane 8 176 137 313
Nkgothatseng 13 386 219 605
Nteboheng 12 358 319 677
Nthabeleng 5 107 76 183
Phano 10 223 124 347
Pontsheng 14 432 372 804
Qelo 11 66 35 101
Rankwe 8 135 109 244
Sankatane 5 169 130 299
Selosesha 6 131 69 200
Serope 4 38 23 61
Tala 3 30 10 40
Thabo 21 617 458 1,075
Thari-Ya-Tshepe 18 627 398 1,025
Thubisi 13 355 224 579

Totals 238 5,946 4,266 10,212
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PRODUCT
INFORMATION 

WHAT CHILDREN LEARNT:

1. Colours
2. Shapes
3. Big & Small Shapes
4. Position Words
5. Opposites
6. Number & Words 0-10
7. Number & Words 11-20
8. Addition
9. Subtraction
10. Colours First Sounds
11. Numbers (counting strip 1-10)
12. Shapes First Sound
13. Coloured Shapes
14. Money
15. Number Positions
16. Words (The father is reading a book to his son)
17. First Sound (The father is reading a book to his son)
18. Last Sound (The father is reading a book to his son)
19. Words (The girl with the yellow top is eating carrots) 
20. First Sound (The girl with the yellow top is eating carrots)
21. Last Sound (The girl with the yellow top is eating carrots)
22. Words (The mother and children are playing in the garden) 
23. First Sound (The mother and children are playing in the garden)
24. Last Sound (The mother and children are playing in the garden)
25. Words (The children in class are holding up their hands)
26. First Sound (The children in class are holding up their hands)
27. Last Sound (The children in class are holding up their hands)
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TEACHER PRODUCT 
(CATCH-UP MATHS)

27 x differently-themed A4 books

17 x differently-themed A3 posters

 Counting stripsCounting discs

Weekly plan

A3 posters for overview of programme
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LEARNER PRODUCT 
(CATCH-UP MATHS)

26 x differently-themed sets of
matching cards in containers

2 x Parent Packs

Counting discs
 Counting strip

3 x double-sided A4 Homework Sheets

3 x double-sided A4 
matching exercise sheets

1 x Homework
Info pages
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TEACHER PRODUCT
(READING) 

12 x differently-themed A4 books

4 x differently-themed A3 posters

Weekly plan

A3 posters for overview of programme

4 Themes
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LEARNER PRODUCT
(READING) 

12 x differently-themed sets of matching cards in containers

12 x differently-themed
A4 Posters

1 x Parent Pack 4 x Homework sheets
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EXAMPLES OF 
ACTIVITIES

Gr R-3 Interactive Method 
(Emang)

Gr R-3 Interactive Method
 1-10

(Lerole)

Gr R-3 Opposites Group Game 
(Maserona)

Gr R-3 Shapes Group Game 
(Emang)

Gr R-3 Subtraction
Interactive Method

(Maserona)

Gr R-3 Teacher Demo
(Ditholwana)

Gr R-3 Learner counting 
Demo 1-10

(Lerole)

Gr R-3 Interactive Method
(Ditholwana)

https://youtu.be/nVUI-eyrhF0
https://youtu.be/oYbfeYZa0XY
https://youtu.be/vpxnEhYa_n4
https://youtu.be/4BV5nw5Qv08
https://youtu.be/uLQ96Fn6ONk
https://youtu.be/DMjRGyyIp-c
https://youtu.be/frVIcTlZqQE
https://youtu.be/aKrnYhBPTIg
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EXAMPLES OF 
ACTIVITIES

Gr 4 Interactive Method
(Moipone)

Gr 4-6 Building a Sentence
(Maserona)

Gr 4-6 Interactive Method
1st Sound Reading 

(Emang)

Gr 4-6 Interactive Method 
Last Sound Reading (Emang)

Gr 4-6 Interactive
Method Words

(Lerole)

Gr 4-6 Poster Discussion
(Ditholwana)

Gr 4-6 Poster Discussion 
(Maserona)

Gr 4-6 Group Games
(Selosesha)

Gr 4-6 Interactive Method
(Selosesha)

https://youtu.be/1fR9S6N1zB8
https://youtu.be/-8egc99B1lw
https://youtu.be/mHw3bopc2Ro
https://youtu.be/Fns3l2SivXo
https://youtu.be/ixlPNfo3DwU
https://youtu.be/RABEN70pBuE
https://youtu.be/Drb1pGDS7CA
https://youtu.be/RPV_3IHPqiY
https://youtu.be/cHQEmK16aLs
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PRODUCT PACKING 
& DELIVERY
The first order was loaded for delivery to 
The Black Mountain Hotel in Thaba Nchu on 
the 28th May 2015 and delivered on Friday 
morning, 29th May 2015.

The team arrived on the 1st June 2015 where 
we found the inventory in Mongoose, a large 
room that was freely available to us to use 
(courtesy of Black Mountain Hotel) to pack and 
store the products for schools.

The team settled in and started working 
immediately. It took them the rest of the day to 
create order and a system to work in.
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PRODUCT PACKING 
& DELIVERY
The second delivery took place on Tuesday 
morning, 2nd June 2015 by Eureka DIY. We then 
proceeded to package the orders per class per 
school.

Each class’s boxes were marked with the 
available information on a label and was split 
per grade, per class and per teacher:

Teacher Pack Learner Product

SCHOOL:  MOTLATLA SCHOOL:  MOTLATLA

THABA NCHU THABA NCHU

GRADE: 2 GRADE: 2

CLASS: 2A CLASS: 2A

TEACHER: MS 
SEEPAMORE

TEACHER: MS 
SEEPAMORE

BOX 1 OF 1 BOX 1 OF 4

THE DELIVERIES:

•  3rd June 2015 – 3 Schools: Phano, Pontsheng 
and Sankatane

•  4th June 2015 – 5 Schools: Nkgothatseng, 
Nteboheng, Qelo, Rankwe and Thabo

•  5th June 2015 – 6 Schools: Ditholwana, 
Lerole, Nthabeleng, Thari Ya Tshepe, Emang 
and Moipone

•   6th June 2015 – Orders packed for delivery:  
Serope, Gamabetwa, Motlatla, Namanyane 
and Thubisi

On the 6th of June 2015 – It was not possible 
to deliver to the remainders of schools as there 
was insufficient stock of some products and 
there were more children in the schools than 
originally projected.

8th June 2015 – An order was placed for the 
following schools:  Maserona, Matsitselele, 
Mmafane, Mokae, Mokoto, Morago, Selosesha 
and Tala.

10th June 2015 – Eureka DIY delivered the stock 
to Black Mountain Hotel.

11th June 2015 – Deliveries were made to 6 
schools:  Serope, Mokae, Motlatla, Namanyane, 
Selosesha and Thubisi.

Melodie delivered to the following farm schools 
once she had completed the assessments:  
Maserona, Gamabetwa, Matsitselele, Mmafane, 
Mokoto, Morago and Tala.

CHALLENGES: 

1. How the products are delivered
2. The quantities of cards that were packed. 
3.  Deliveries could only take place until 2pm, 

due to schools closing.

- Lizanne van Wyk 
(Operations Manager)

The first deliveries to the schools took place on the 
3rd of June 2015. Eureka DIY drivers formed part 
of the delivery team to ensure that the stock was 
delivered on time.
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The first Teacher’s Training session took place on 
6 June 2015 at Black Mountain Leisure Hotel and 
Conference Centre.  The venue was prepared the 
previous day.

250 Teachers arrived on buses organised for them 
by BrainBoosters.

The training is hands-on and gives teachers the opportunity to experience being a child again.  The programme is 
all about learning through play.

BRAINBOOSTERS TEACHERS 
TRAINING SESSION
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Foundation Phase: Grade R to 3

The Marais Assessment Method - Hendrik Marais, MD Eureka DIY, Co-Founder of BrainBoosters.

The Marais Assessment Method was developed for the Kagiso Shanduka Trust Project by Mr Hendrik Marais, 
founder of Eureka DIY Solutions and co-founder of BrainBoosters. Using a random sampling method of 
assessment, the Marais Assessment Method enables BrainBoosters to assess each child on at least one 
concept, drastically minimising the time spent on each child, and allowing large groups of children to be 
assessed simultaneously. The accuracy of the results gathered from 10, 000 learners can be easily compared to 
an individual assessment.

This method has been designed to form part of a game, reducing the anxiety often incurred during 
conventional methods of assessments.

Each assessment is completed per class and is video recorded to ensure that the methods used are authentic 
and audible.

Children are seated in rows of 10, one behind the other, and each child has a set of matching cards in front 
of them. Every row is tested on a different theme or concept: Colours, Shapes, Numbers, Addition and 
Subtraction. These concepts are the basic foundation for all future learning, especially mathematics.

The assessor asks the children to pick up a corresponding card according the instruction given, and to hold 
the card to their tummies; by doing this no-one else can see their card. The assessor then says to the children 
“Show Me” to ask the children to hold their cards up all at the same time. Children are not allowed to change 
their choice of card or to look at their fellow classmate’s card. The assessor will record how many are correct, 
and will capture the results on the record sheet. A photograph is taken for future reference and evidence. The 
assessor or class teacher may not offer any child assistance.

ASSESSMENT PROCESS 
THE MARAIS METHOD 
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Colours Shapes Numbers Addition Subtraction
Red Square 3 4+3 9-1

Blue Circle 7 8+2 5-2

Yellow Triangle 0 3+5 6-6

Green Rectangle 9 6+1 4-3

Orange Oval 6 7+2 7-5

Brown Diamond

Purple Pentagon

Pink Hexagon

Black Trapezium

White Star

ASSESSMENT PROCESS 
THE MARAIS METHOD 

Colours Shapes Numbers SubtractionAddition

https://youtu.be/LTCzm1zRSZM
https://youtu.be/yUUqS-F4lUU
https://youtu.be/8ag35qls3X8
https://youtu.be/tmbcMO2JDtg
https://youtu.be/wu0Cuv5U2e0
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Intermediate Phase: Grade 4 to 6

The Reading Assessment is done individually by learners who are given clear instructions by the assessor on 
how to complete the assessment. There are 4 different assessment sheets (shown in different colours) that 
are given to the learners at random to avoid learners copying from one another. These assessments require 
the learner to either match the sentence to the picture or to tick the box that shows the correct sentence 
matching the picture.

Learners will also be required to do a fun matching exercise on Colour and Shapes where they match the word 
to the colour or shape. 

The learners write the test and remain seated until they have completed it. The assessor will then collect all 
the sheets for marking.

During the assessment, each session is video-recorded to ensure that the method of assessment is authentic 
and auditable. Strict supervision is essential in this form of assessment.

ASSESSMENT PROCESS 
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1.   IMPROVED KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR OF TEACHERS:

 Our estimate is that approx. 30% of teachers understood the root cause of children’s
 learning abilities and adopted the methodology that was prescribed in the training.  
 These teachers also implemented the programme whole-heartedly with most children 
  improving.

2. IMPROVED KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOR OF LEARNERS:

  Most children improved, although some educators did not complete the programme. 
If the programme activities were followed as per the training, their improvement could 
have been better. The parent feedback also indicates the improvement noticed by their 
caregivers.

3.  IMPROVED ANA SCORES FOR NUMERACY AND LITERACY (FAL) FOR GRADE 

   R-3: Although the 2015 ANA’s were postponed, it is difficult to attribute hopeful 
improvements of individual learners on programme activities. An analysis of the actual 
papers would be required to see what learners managed (or not) and attribute it to 
programme activities, i.e. particular adding/subtracting or vocabulary that was used by 
learners and to identify programme specific words/context. 

4. IMPROVED ANA SCORES FOR LITERACY (FAL) FOR GRADE 4-6:

  An analysis of the actual papers would be required to see what learners managed (or 
not) and to attribute it to programme activities. Hopefully, the Intermediate Phase 
learners could confidently write 3 paragraphs utilising the vocabulary gained from the 
programme.

5. CHANGING THE MATHS PROGRAMME:
 
  We addapted the Gr 1 -3 Maths programme by changing the timing of implementation 

of Addition and Subtraction (we moved it from week 7 to week 4)

  We did not make the adjustment to Grade R and most teachers did not even do Week 7 
to 12 therefore little improvement was shown in Addition and Subtraction. 

 Grade 1-3 did well with colours and a improvement of 10% gave them nearly full marks

RESULTS
CONCLUSION 
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Each graph represents a grade which includes all 27 schools that have been assessed. The results 
are graphically displayed in a percentage value which shows an average of all schools/grades 
combined.

It is to be noted that even though there is evident improvement between the pre- and post-
assessments across all concepts, these results could have been significantly higher if all teachers 
had completed the programme in full and by using the correct method. The correlation between 
the progress (*how far the teacher had completed the programme) and the final results presented 
show that the teachers who committed to the programme reflected far greater results than the 
teachers who did not.

Other factors of slow progression in results could be related to the following:

• Late enrolments of learners who had not been exposed to the programme from the beginning

• Children who were originally assessed had since left the school

•  Changing of teachers/new teachers not being trained adequately (teachers training teachers as 
opposed to BrainBoosters training new teachers)

• Intermediate Phase (Grade 4 to 6): The assessments were designed and developed for 
Foundation Phase learners, and were not adequately challenging for older learners to identify the 
gap in their knowledge

Despite the above mentioned factors, the results are proof that exposure to the 12-week 
programme, whether completed in full or minimal, achieved the desired goal. Overall, a clear and 
definitive impact has been made. Even though these are quantitative results, it is hard to measure 
qualitative results made in the lives of the children, teachers, principals, classroom assistants, 
parents and even the community.

* To see the results per grade/school, as well as the percentage of the 12-week programme 
completed per class, please refer to Part 2; 3 & 4 of this document.

12-WEEK PROGRAMME 
INTERPRETATION
OF OVERALL GRAPHS
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Please take note that advantaged parents teach their children these basic concepts before they start school. 
Daycare centres are not fostering fundamental concepts required to all future learning.

4+3=    8+2=   3+5= 
6+1=      7+2= 

Addition:

Subtraction: 9-1=   5-2=   6-6= 
4-3=  7-5=((

4+3=    8+2=   3+5= 
6+1=      7+2= 

Addition:

Subtraction: 9-1=   5-2=   6-6= 
4-3=  7-5=((

*Not all classes within the 27 schools completed the programme. This is shown in the 
school specific reports.

*Not all classes within the 27 schools completed the programme. This is shown in the 
school specific reports.

Grade R

Grade 1

49%

83%

29%

17%

70%

87%

53%

36%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

 Shapes  Colour  Addition  Subtraction

All Grade 1's - over 12 weeks

Pre Post

Gr 1's  were tested at Grade R level using 
sums under 10.

40%

57%

5% 4%

61%

77%

12% 10%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

 Shapes  Colour  Addition  Subtraction

All Gr R's - over 12 weeks

Pre Post

Addition and  subtraction was only 
completed by a few schools.
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Please take note that advantaged parents teach their children these basic concepts before they start school. 
Daycare centres are not fostering fundamental concepts required to all future learning.

4+3=    8+2=   3+5= 
6+1=      7+2= 

Addition:

Subtraction: 9-1=   5-2=   6-6= 
4-3=  7-5=((

4+3=    8+2=   3+5= 
6+1=      7+2= 

Addition:

Subtraction: 9-1=   5-2=   6-6= 
4-3=  7-5=((

*Not all classes within the 27 schools completed the programme. This is shown in the 
school specific reports.

* Colour results were 99% pre- and 97% post- due to the fact that different sample     
   groups were tested.

Grade 2

Grade 3

59%

92%

67%

53%

84%
96%

82%
72%
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 Shapes  Colour  Addition  Subtraction

All Gr 2's - over 12 weeks

Pre Post

Gr 2's  were tested at Grade R level using 
sums under 10.
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40%
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80%

100%
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 Shapes  Colour  Addition  Subtraction

All Gr 3's - over 12 weeks

Pre Post

Gr 3's  were tested at Grade R level using 
sums under 10.
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MORE INFORMATION 
AND SCHOOL SPECIFIC 

REPORTS TO FOLLOW IN 
PART 2, 3 & 4.




